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Manufacturer's Information

Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 18-5550

The Mobile Digital Evidence – Android Analysis test consisted of evidence data acquired from a smart phone in .BIN 
and .DD file formats. Participants were asked to examine the extracted data pertaining to a simulated scenario utilizing 
their own software and methods.

SAMPLE PREPARATION: 
A scripted scenario, based upon a bank robbery was created to generate user data on the evidence Android device. The 
execution of the scripted crime took place the week of November 13, 2017. A Samsung S5 G900A smart phone was 
used to perform the activities and generate the intended artifacts.

The phone data was acquired through a physical extraction of the Samsung S5 G900A smart phone utilizing Cellebrite 
software. Following sample validation, the phone data was converted into .BIN and .DD compressed archive files. These 
files were uploaded to the CTS portal for participants to download. MD5 and SHA-1 algorithms were run on the 
compressed archives to generate unique hash values to allow participants to validate the successful download of the 
files.

SAMPLE VALIDATION/VERIFICATION:
The validation stage consisted of the examination of the phone data utilizing various software to ensure expected results 
could be achieved. Laboratories that conducted analysis during predistribution reported consistent results.

Police are investigating a bank robbery that took place on November 16, 2017 at Bank of America located at 20045 
Ashbrook Commons Plaza, Ashburn, VA 20147. During the investigation, a mobile phone was recovered from a 
nearby store owner later that evening. The store owner stated that an individual dropped it off stating they found it in 
the parking lot between the store and the bank.

After logging the phone into evidence, a physical image of the smart phone was created. You have been tasked with 
analyzing the physical image of the smart phone utilizing your own tools and methods to determine if this device has 
any relevance to the bank robbery or any other criminal activity.

 SCENARIO PROVIDED TO PARTICIPANTS :

The information presented here details how test samples were prepared as well as any design specifications. This information does not 
necessarily represent the answers that should or could be obtained from an examination of the sample(s). Final interpretation of the 
results should be deferred until the summary report is available. 
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 18-5550

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

Provide the MD5 hash value for the decompressed image file.1
413760C80EAC96C7369DF9480FBF88B1

Provide the SHA1 (base 16) hash value for the decompressed image file.2
D69E449BF15B07AD44E0B6E3209656E3AB50F243

Based on your analysis, was location service enabled on the device? Yes/No3
Yes

What is the set time zone for this device?4
America/New_York

What is the 15 digit International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) number associated with the device?5
310410013897360

What is the Google e-mail account associated with this device?6
seanhayes166@gmail.com

What is the contact name for 929-374-4180? (First Last)7
Nia Williams

How many calendar events were saved on the device?8
Three (3)

Provide the names (subject) of the calendar events saved on the device.9
Concert, Dinner date with Nia, Family Dinner

How many alarms were set by the user on the device?10
Two (2)

Provide the contents of memo (tasks) titled "Grocery Shopping".11
Fruits
Snacks

What is the current SIM phone number?12
17036226246

What is the version of operating system on this device?13
5.1.1
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 18-5550

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

Provide the hotspot password set on this device.14
hotdonuts

What is the model of this device?15
SAMSUNG SM G900A

How many phone calls were placed (outgoing) to 571-758-1434?16
Five (5)

Provide the EPOCH timestamp value of the last phone call placed to Leo Rice. (Provide answer in EPOCH 
format and it must include milliseconds)

17

1510842314978

Provide the title of the last note created using the CatchNote Application?18
Third Location - Eagle Bank

What is the title and body of the note created using CatchNote Application on 11/14/2017 at 4:27:38 PM 
(GMT +00:00)?

19

Title: Third Location- Eagle Bank. 
Body: Monday-Thursday 8:30am-4pm, Friday 8:30am-5pm, A lot of foot traffic

What is the version of WhatsApp Application installed on this device?20
2.17.395

What is the user name of "Leo Rice" in the Voxer Application database?21
leo.rice.voxer.1508954769657.28994327

Provide the type of media file format which was sent using the Voxer Application to "Leo Rice" on 11/16/2017 
10:13:23 AM (GMT-05:00)? Choose one of the following: PDF, PNG, JPG, GIF

22

JPG

What was the body of the last message SENT to Leo Rice using Voxer Application? Do not abbreviate or 
condense your answer.

23

Yes, I am ready. Once you come outside, wear your mask and jacket and get ready. I'll leave the 
car on and head inside while you stand by the door.

What was the body of the last message RECEIVED FROM Leo Rice using Voxer Application?  Do not abbreviate 
or condense your answer.

24

I am coming outside. Are you ready?
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 18-5550

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

Based on the GPS coordinates (latitude and longitude) of the last text message sent to Leo using Voxer 
Application, provide the street address of the location. (Include City and State)

25

20045 Ashbrook Commons Plaza, Ashburn, VA 20147

What is the body of the message sent on November 8, 2017 12:45:16 PM (GMT-05:00) using Skype 
Application?

26

Our ears and our nose never stop growing

Provide the name of the last location this device traveled to via Waze from the "Recents" table.27
Garden Center at The Home Depot

Provide the NAMES of the places saved as favorites in the Waze Application. (Do not include the address)28
Home, Work

Provide the term (query) that was searched using Google Play Store on 10/30/17 at 5:24:07 PM (GMT 
+00:00).

29

tom tom

How many emails were RECEIVED FROM "leorice17@gmail.com"?30
Three (3)

Provide the subject of the email SENT TO "jasonhart925@gmail.com"?31
Last month's rent

An email was sent to "leorice17@gmail.com" on November 14, 2017 at 3:12:33 PM (GMT-05:00). Provide 
the names of the two attachments sent in this email.

32

BankOfAmerica-1.jpg 
BankOfAmerica-2.jpg

Based on the File Metadata of photo "BankOfAmerica-1.jpg", provide the name of the camera Make and 
camera Model used to capture the photo.

33

Make: Samsung
Model: SAMSUNG_SM_G900A

Based on the EXIF data, what is the capture date and time of photo "BankOfAmerica-1.jpg"? Answer using the 
time zone set on the device in the following format: Month/Day/Year, Hours:Minutes:Seconds AM/PM.

34

11/14/2017 10:25:10 AM

What is the size (bytes) of the largest video taken using this device?35
85883531
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 18-5550

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

How many pages were bookmarked on Chrome? Do not include "Chrome : synced data" (duplicate data)36
Two (2)

How many images (jpeg, jpg) were downloaded using Chrome?37
Eight (8)

Multiple terms were searched using the Chrome browser. Provide all the terms that contained the word "bank" 
in the searched phrase.

38

1. banks near me
2. how to successfully rob a bank
3. materials needed to rob a bank
4. chances of getting caught during a bank robbery

At the conclusion of your analysis, who does this device belong to?39
Sean Hayes

Does this device have relevance to the investigation? (Yes/No)40
Yes
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